Chris Brackett – Fear No Evil
CHRIS BRACKETT’S FEAR NO EVIL was nominated in its first year, 2012 for BEST
VIDEOGRAPHY and for BEST OVERALL OUTDOOR SHOW two of the highest honors on
OUTDOOR CHANNEL. Host Chris Brackett is known for his high energy and unbelievable
ability for shooting flying things out of the air with a bow. He is also recognized for creating the
sport of AERIAL BOWFISHING, this is where they drive the boat as flying silver carp jump out
of the water and they shoot em out of the air with a bow. FEAR NO EVIL is the new revolution
in outdoor TV with its high energy, artistic, and movie like feel it captures your attention and
sucks you in. Every week Chris Brackett and cameraman Josh Foreman will take you to the
front lines of the most awesome hunts across this country they can find, and adding their
Midwestern strategies combined with the expert local knowledge and experience of master
guides and outfitters native to there killing fields. So you have no idea what will happen next.
BOOYAH!!!
“HUNTING is all I’ve ever known, to kill to eat… it’s what makes my heart pound and my
soul fulfilled”
-Chris Brackett
FEAR NO EVIL is a darker more serious look at what makes a hunter tick, it's about pushing
one's self to the breaking point and then looking back on the experience and learning from it
whether you’re a hunter or a viewer. Chris Brackett takes you on world hunting adventures
weekly to destinations that may be in your backyard or a world away, either way the intensity
and drive this man has for the hunt will draw you to him, and to what crazy thing he will do next.
“LIVE FOR FIVE SECONDS OF GLORY” these are words that are FNE WARRIORS live
by your life can change in five seconds, it all comes down to being prepared and living in the
moment when you see your quarry and you decide, I have to make the shot. Chris Brackett lives
to bring you heart stopping animal encounters, epic kill shots and cinematography that are
breathtaking and second to none. With several Golden Moose nominations and AWARDS won,
Brackett is always looked at to be one of those ones to push the limits and set the bar for outdoor
television and FEAR NO EVIL does just that. Whether its his amazing ability to shoot flying
objects out of the air with a bow or record book Big GAME at extremely close ranges armed
only with his bow and instincts. People always ask Chris what is EVIL in hunting? Why is
you’re show called FEAR NO EVIL? His answer, “ I believe EVIL is anything that keeps us
from being great and doing what God put us on this earth to do, so I will not FEAR EVIL I will
look it in its eyes and I will slay it, until I take my last breath.”
A Psalm of David. The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want. He makes me to lie down in
green pastures. He leads me beside the still waters. He restores my soul; He leads me in the paths
of righteousness for his names sake. Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death I willFEAR NO EVIL!!!

